
Please check the website for additional assignments. http:liwww. 	o 

Click on schools 
Click on Gentry 

Gentry High School Summer Learning 
11th Grade 

US History - Login into Zoom each Wednesday. You may call in if you do not have 

access to a computer. 

Create a Gmail email account and email your teacher 

	nciti(d)sitilliovver  k 2. iris. 	: You will need to create a gmail account if you do not 

have one to receive the assignments/get additional information. Once you have 

created your gmail account email your teacher. 

English 
Login to Zoom Monday and Wednesday. You may call in if you do not have access to 

a computer. 

You may email your teacher for additional support creed 

Math- 
Login into Zoom Monday and Wednesday. You may call in if you do not have access to 

a computer. 

• Geometry & Algebra You may email your teacher 

nswan) 	urifiower. k / 	s. cis  for additional support 

Additional math activities are attached. 

Science-complete the attached science activities 



 

SUNFLOWER COUNTY CONSOLIDATED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 

 

 

Mrs. Miskia Davis, Superintendent 
"United for Excellence" 

 

Summer School 2020 Zoom Class for 11th Grade History 

Hello 	re 

You are receiving this letter because your student has been selected for virtual 
summer school. Given the COVID-19 pandemic, we are offering virtual summer school 
classes to students so they can be better prepared for the upcoming school year! 

You student's summer school teacher for History is Harriett Stancill. Harriett 
Stancill will be teaching virtual summer school every Monday and Wednesday at 11:00 am. 

On Mondays, Harriett Stancill will be serving students from Thomas Edwards Sr. 

High. 

On Wednesdays, Harriett Stancill will be serving students from Gentry High. 

Here are the steps needed to join the virtual class from your computer: 

1. Navigate to sunflower-1cl 2-ins-us.zommus. 

2. Click the large blue bottom that says "Join - Connect to a meeting in progress". 

3. Enter this meeting ID: 821 3796 1539 
4. Enter this meeting password: 684472 

If you cannot access Zoom from the computer, you can call into the virtual class: 

1. Call this number: (312) 626-6799 
2. Enter this meeting ID: 821 3796 1539 
3. Enter this meeting password: 684472 

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to your student's base school! 



     

SUNFLOWER COUNTY CONSOLIDATED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Mrs. Miskia Davis, Superintendent 
"United for Excellence" 

 

Summer School 2020 Zoom Class for 11th Grade Math 

Hello 

 

You are receiving this letter because your student has been selected for 
virtual summer school. Given the COVID-19 pandemic, we are offering virtual 
summer school classes to students so they can be better prepared for the 

upcoming school year! 

You student's summer school teacher for Math is Nagesh Swami. 
Nagesh Swami will be teaching virtual summer school every Monday and 

Wednesday at 10:00 ant Nagesh Swami will be serving students from Gentry 

High. 

Here are the steps needed to join the virtual class from your computer: 

1. Navigate to sunflower-k12-ms-us.zoornms. 

2. Click the large blue bottom that says "Join - Connect to a meeting in 

progress". 
3. Enter this meeting ID: 827 4710 2285 

4. Enter this meeting password: 591742 

If you cannot access Zoom from the computer, you can call into the virtual 

class: 
1. Call this number: (312) 626-6799 

2. Enter this meeting ID: 827 4710 2285 

3. Enter this meeting password: 591742 

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to your student's 

base school! 



SUNFLOWER COUNTY CONSOLIDATED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 	 

 

 

Mrs. Miskia Davis, Superintendent 
"United for Excellence" 

  

Summer School 2020 Zoom Class for 11th Grade ELA 
• 

Hello 
 I  I L 

You are receiving this letter because your student has been selected for 
virtual summer school. Given the COVID-19 pandemic, we are offering virtual 
summer school classes to students so they can be better prepared for the 

upcoming school year! 

You student's summer school teacher for ELA is Rhonda McKinney. 
Rhonda McKinney will be teaching virtual summer school every Monday and 
Wednesday at 09:00 am. Rhonda McKinney will be serving students from 

Gentry High. 

Here are the steps needed to join the virtual class from your computer: 

1. Navigate to sunflower-k12-ms-us.zoontus. 
2. Click the large blue bottom that says "Join — Connect to a meeting in 

progress". 
3. Enter this meeting ID: 836 1621 7470 

4. Enter this meeting password: 900551 

If you cannot access Zoom from the computer, you can call into the virtual 

class: 
1. Call this number: (312) 626-6799 
2. Enter this meeting ID: 836 1621 7470 

3. Enter this meeting password: 900551 

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to your student's 

base school! 



World Map and US Map Instructions 

10th and 11th Grade 

World Map: 
Label the following. Use the letter/number to identify the location, do not write 

the names. When you identify the United States you will write "A", the Pacific Ocean, 

write "8" 

Continents Countries Oceans 

1. 	North America A. United States 8. 	Pacific 
2. South America B. Canada 9. 	bAtlantic 
3. Antarctica 10. Indian 
4. Europe 

C. Mexico 11. 	Arctic 
5. Asia D. Russia 12. Southern 
6. Australia E. Germany 
7. Africa F. United 

Kingdom/Britain 

G. Japan 

H. Italy *Color the Pacific 
I. 	Cuba and Atlantic Oceans 
J. China blue. 
K. North Korea 

L. South Korea 

M. Vietnam *Trace the path of 
N. Panama the Mississippi River 
0. France in blue. 
P. Guam 

Q. Puerto Rico 

R. Phillipians 

US Map: Label all 50 states. You will write the name of the state within the actual 

state. For the smaller states, draw lines to indicate the states and write the names on 

the lines. 
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World History Vocabulary 

Fill in the table for each word. Look up the definition, write the word in a sentence and 

either draw or attach a picture for each word. You should have a DIFFERENT 
sentence for each word. 

Word Definition Sentence Picture 

Democracy 

Communism 



Foreign 

Domestic 

Economy 

Social 



Political 

Immigration 

Militarism 

Diplomacy 



Nationalism 

Push Factor 

Pull Factor 

Tariff 



foiicatai 

nal under the 

Imagine that you live on an 

island far away. There are no rules, 

no laws, and no government. There 

is no one to tell you what to do. 

- ar ay, aa !slaaa, 

T. Would anyone have the right 

to govern you? \VoltId you 

have the right to govern 

anyone else? Why? 

2. \Vould you have any rights'? 

What. 'night they he? 

3. What might. people who 

were smarter or stronger 

than others try to do? Why? 

4. What might people who 

were not as smart as others 

or who were weaker than 

others try to do? \\Thy? 

a. What, might life be like 

for you, your family, and 

everyone else in a state 

of nature'? 

ohysa;a :ad!. 

Ut; 



Summer School Activities 
	

GHS, SCCSD 	 Teacher: Mr. N. Swami 

Summer School Packet 2020 

Weekl 

Unit 1 
	

Foundations of geometry (5 Days) 

Standard: HSG-CO.A.1 

Activity 1: Vocabulary using Pipe Cleaners creations 

Define the Terms and use pipe cleaners, ice-cream sticks, and straws to model the 

following given terms and create a File folder/binder for the following: 

1. Lines: Ray, line segment, parallel lines, perpendicular lines. 

2. Types of angles based on degrees: Acute angle, obtuse angle, right angle, 

complementary angles, and supplementary angles. 

3. Types of Triangles based on sides length: Scalene, isosceles, and equilateral 

triangles. 

4. Types of Triangles based on degrees: Acute angle triangle, right angle triangle 

and obtuse angle triangle. 

5. Circle: Radius, diameter, circumference, and arcs of a circle. 



Summer School Activities GHS, SCCSD 	 Teacher: Mr. N. Swami 

Week 2 

Unit 2 	 Transformation and the coordinate Plane 

Module 1 	Identify polygons and calculate area and perimeter 

Standard 	HSG-GPE.B.7 

Activity 2: Geometry Architecture (5 days) 

Draw a sketch of your house on a graph paper using rectangles, squares and write 

dimensions in meters for each side. Use the formulae 

Area of a rectangle = Length X Width 	Area of a Square = Side X Side 

Now Calculate the following: 

1. Find the area of all rooms including living room and bedrooms in your 

house. 

2. Find the total Area of all rooms. 

3. Find the area of kitchen and bathrooms. 

4. Find the total covered area of your house. 

5. Find the perimeter of your house. 

6. Find the Area and perimeter of front yard and back yard. 

7. Find the cost of creating a circular raised garden bed with a radius of 2 

meter if the cost per square meter is $11.50. 



Summer School Activities 
	

GHS, SCCSD 	 Teacher: Mr. N. Swami 

Week 3 

Module 2 
	

Parallel and perpendicular lines (5 days) 

Standards 
	

HSG-GPE.B.4, HSG-GPE.B.5, HSG-CO.C.12 

Using chart answer the following questions: 



Summer School Activities GHS, SCCSD 	 Teacher: Mr. N. Swami 

Week 4 

Module 3 

Standards: 

Using tools and Distance formula 

HSG-CO.A.2, HSG-CO.A.4 

Watch the video using the link given below: 

https://www.kha  nacademy.org/math/basic-geo/basic-geometry-pythago  rean-th eorem/pythago tea n-

theorem-distance/v/exa m ple-fi nd i ng-d ista nce-with-pythagorea n-theorem 

Complete the exercise 

Example: Find the dIsza nee between the points (5, 

Distance = 	 Sy, — yd 2  

68 nzr 8.25 units 

El the list i,1C1-. be  ✓ _ en tip. pdftits. Round the an svider tie two C2C1111 al ;?la 

10 

I, .10 	■ (S, 2 

10, 01 	0. 4 



Summer School Activities 
	

GHS, SCCSD 	 Teacher: Mr. N. Swami 

Answer the following Questions: 

SuPpt-tetth tn.J11t-re c.sy 	y.,noch 	et,:e has a s-instreern sit e.;etne estnasnea retecenc•is...ni.  tteens. 

blooks. ,r2e.st afao 'Lye ..2.0sks horth, 	the scetract and naar best friends noose. 	:s 

&grit Itileeite;es !ease ans, one block noun 	tnet sonssol 

• Your House 

School 
0 

Friends House 
• 

1. Hoy.,  snary Dienake 	nsisl haveto chic. to get Iron-  acur hilyine 	friends bo..bf,fif 

Dran,t;a pat hint you ;;,soulo brie. ass: see!,:taate the. enssanee. 

2. rNfCbrdf 	ncfr. off, dld 	d ';e• L:C:AH:"! 7.0 tH,' s::a:ont ticri c.nrnouseIc ilJi Ir, icu. ncusY bran: 

3.Lseat,;.eh a norardr ase-a..xes sy.stent. ase-r.s, the scitoo as the ortnet. t;vat at ..cud the 

ro•rordnotes be for yfory no .!Cs? Hof VOL/ fiends house? 

Note: Complete all your activities and submit records with calculations. 

*****Stay Safe and Take care***** 
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Name 	  

Scientific Method: Vocabulary Review 

Directions: Write the word of the correct vocabulary word on the line provided 

I. Anything that changes in an experiment 

2. What you compare your results to... 

3 Anything that goes wrong in an experiment 

4 Always state the problem in this form... 

5. An educated guess 

6. A way you can add on to your experiment 

7 Part of experiment you change on purpose 

8 System of measurement used in science 

9 List of things you'll use in experiment 

10. Copying someone else's research 

1 I. Part of experiment you measure 

a How an experiment can benefit society 

13 What you do with 

Steps of the Scientific Method 

14. 	  the 	  

a. Be sure it is in 	  form 

15 	  

a. Use books, magazines, and the 	  

16 Form a 	  

a This should be based on your 	  

17 Perform an 	  

a. The plan should be 	  and in 	 

18 Analyze 	  

a. Represent your data with 	  and 	 

19. Form a 	  

a Be sure to identify 	  

Do not 

    

   

form. 

 

     

, and 	  



Date: 

• .4100pa, 

Scientific Method Lab: 	Name: 

Skittle Colors 

Question/ Problem: 

Which color skittle is 
most common in a fun 
sized package of skittles? 

Materials: 

* One Package of Skittles 
* Calculator 
* Colored Pencils 

Develop a hypothesis: 
Make an educated guess about the color you 

think is the most dominant skittle. 

Procedure: 

i. Open your package of Skittles and separate each color into piles (red, green, etc.). 
z. Count and record how many skittles of each color into the data chart. 
;. Count and record the TOTAL number of skittles. 
4. Calculate The percentage of each color Skittle. 
s. Use the data in the table below to complete the bar graph on the next page. 

Color Amount Calculations 
(amount of color/ total # of Skittles) X zoo 

Percentage 
% 

Red 

Orange 

Yellow 

Green 

Purple 

lbt al 



12 

10 

It. 6  

Procedure Continued: 

6. Use color pencils to complete the following bar graph 
7. An example of a completed bar graph is shown on the right 

0 
17,1 	Green 	Pell pr 	Purple 	Orono.- 

Skittle Color 

14 

12 

2 

0 

Red 
	

Green 	Yellow 	Purple 	Orange 

Skittle Color 

Post-Lab Questions: 
(Use Complete Sentences) 

I. Was your hypothesis supported or rejected? Give evidence in your explanation. 

t. What was the answer to the original question? Give evidence. 

5. What could be done to improve the accuracy of this lab? 

Explain how the scientific method was or was not followed in this lab. 

r 



5/19/2020 The Martian and the Car 

Name: 

The Martian and the Car 

Marty Martian was sent to Earth by the Martian government to find life. While on 
Earth, Marty captured a car and brought it back to Mars. He thought he'd found a 
good example of life on Earth. The Martian government does not believe that the 
car Marty brought back is alive. Marty must stand trial for failing to perform his 
Martian duties. 

At the trail, Marty spoke in his defense. "I first 
saw these life forms rolling along roads in great numbers. They were giving off thick 
clouds of poisonous waste as they moved. They seemed to exhibit herding 
behavior, as many of the cars moved in the same direction. They appeared to have 
a great deal of energy, some of them moved faster than 60 kilometers per hour. 
When one of these life forms stopped or slow down, the others behind it 
responded. They slowed down and gave off a reddish light from the back, and 
sometimes they would make honking noises. I observed that they would stop to 
feed on a liquid substance." 

Take the part of Marty's defense attorney and make a good case for the car's being 
alive. Then be the prosecutor and show that the car is a nonliving thing. List as 
many reasons as you can. 

Defense Attorney 	
Prosecutor 

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

CLAIM, EVIDENCE, REASONING 

What is your CLAIM regarding the status of the car. Is it a living thing or not? (Write a complete sentence.) 

What EVIDENCE is there for your claim? (Combine arguments from the list above and write a complete sentence.) 



Name 	  

The Scientific Method: Independent vs. Dependent Variables 

A variable  is something that changes. In a science experiment, there will be 
something that you change on purpose and something that you're measuring. These 
things are both variables because they are things that change. We give them 
different names to identify the type of variable that they are. 

The independent variable  is the part of the experiment that you change. The 
dependent variable  is what you're measuring a change in. The dependent variable 
changes depending on the independent variable 

Example.  You're testing different fertilizers and their effect on the height of grass 

The type of fertilizer is the independent variable. This is what you are testing You 
will use different types of fertilizer in the experiment because you're trying to find 

the difference that each fertilizer might have. The height of the grass is the 
dependent variable. The height of the grass depends on the type of fertilizer used, 
so the height is the dependent variable 

When the results of an experiment are shown in a graph, the independent variable 
appears on the x-axis and the dependent variable appears on the y-axis. 

Below are problems that will be solved using the scientific method. Identify the 
independent and dependent variables. 

Problem Independent Variable Dependent Variable 
Which breed of dog is 
smartest? 
How does caffeine effect 
the heart rate of daphnia? 
How does temperature 
effect the viscosity of 
fluids? 
Who can read backwards 
faster, boys or _girls? 
Does weather effect the 
visibility of stars? 
How does the size of 
eggs laid by a chicken 
change throughout its 
life? 
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